The Arabic title of this book is ‘Hamdu Hasanaatil Eidiz Zahabi’ (‘Praise be to God! Blessings of the Golden Jubilee’).
The numerical value of the words based on the ‘abjad hawwaz’ system (which is explained by Imam Ahmad
in his Rasa’il Ikhwan al-Safa’) is 1434 – the year of the Golden Jubilee, 1434H.
The title is inspired from the historic name for Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Golden Jubilee Celebration ‘Hasanaatul Eidiz Zahabi’,
the numerical value of which is 1382, the year of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Golden Jubilee.
The addition of the word ‘hamd’, the numerical value of which is 52 renders this new and meaningful title.
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INTRODUCTION
This book is a pictorial commemoration of some of the achievements of Syedna
Khuzaima QutbuddinTUS, especially in his 50 years as Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin’sRA
Mazoon-e-Da’wat. For the very first time in the history of Da’wat-e-Hadiyah, the two
most elevated positions in the hierarchy of Da’wat al-Satr (Da’wat during the Imam’s
seclusion), the Dai-l-Mutlaq Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin and his Mazoon-ulMutlaq Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, both simultaneously celebrated their Golden
Jubilee in their respective positions. It is also a most auspicious coincidence, or perhaps
an ordinance of destiny, that the 52nd Dai Syedna Burhanuddin and his Mazoon Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin are both sons of the 51st Dai Syedna Taher SaifuddinRA, who
also celebrated his Golden Jubilee as Dai-l-Mutlaq in 1382H (1962) exactly 52 years
ago. The milestone of being the very first Dai to serve the Imam’s Da’wat for 50 years
was reserved for Syedna Taher Saifuddin and the milestone for being the very first Dai
and Mazoon to simultaneously serve the Da’wat for 50 years was reserved for Syedna
Burhanuddin and his brother and Mazoon Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin.
The contributions and achievements of Syedna Burhanuddin as Dai-l-Mutlaq in
the past 50 years are impossible to enumerate. Numerous books, exhibitions and
documentaries have highlighted Syedna Burhanuddin’s glorious years as Dai-l-Mutlaq,
the vicegerent of the Imam al-TayyibSA in seclusion and the spiritual leader of the
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million strong Dawoodi Bohra Tayyibi Shia Muslim Community. According to the
Dawoodi Bohra faith, the illustriousness of the Mazoon is reflective of the eminence
of the Dai who appointed him. In this spirit, this book attempts to offer a glimpse of
some of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s most notable and tangible contributions to
the community.
The historic photograph on page 4 of Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Syedna Mohammed
Burhanuddin and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was taken in Surat in 1382H (1962).
Syedna Burhanuddin was at that time Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Mazoon and his
Mansoos, and he had hosted at his residence in Devdi Mubarak a ziyafat for Syedna
Taher Saifuddin. The photographer, Shaikh Alihusain Lakdawala, photographed
Syedna Taher Saifuddin with Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin standing beside him.
Then Syedna Taher Saifuddin instructed Shaikh Alihusain to find Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin and summon him, and waited almost ten minutes until he was located.
When Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin arrived, Syedna Taher Saifuddin directed Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin to stand at his right, and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin
to stand at his left, and told Shaikh Alihusain to take a second photograph. This
photograph, and the conscious effort to have it taken, is testimony to what Syedna
Taher Saifuddin clearly foresaw for his two sons Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin
and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin in the khidmat of Da’wat.
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CELEBRATION OF SYEDNA KHUZAIMA QUTBUDDIN’S GOLDEN
JUBILEE AS MAZOON-E-DA’WAT 1365-1434H
On 17 Shaban, 1435H (2013) - the day on which fifty years ago Syedna Burhanuddin
appointed Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin as Mazoon-e-Da’wat - Ghulaman-e-Husain,
a group dedicated to Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s khidmat, organized a celebration
to honor his Golden Jubilee. Many mumineen, muhibbeen from all walks of life, from
Mumbai and beyond, participated in the function.
The celebration was held in the beautiful hall at Najam Baugh in Mumbai. Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin led Maghrib Isha namaz and then proceeded to the majlis.
Children joyfully reciting the qasida ‘ahlan wa sahlan, marhaba’ welcomed Syedna
Qutbuddin. Shehzada Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb - Hafizul Qur’an - began the majils with
a spell-binding recitation of Surat al-Fath from the Qur’an.
Syedna Qutbuddin’s eldest son, Shehzada Taher Bhaisaheb delivered a speech recounting
the blessings received by mumineen at Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s hands. He
narrated a most significant anecdote about Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s very special regard
for Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin: During Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s landmark trip to
East Africa in 1963, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin also accompanied him. Because of an
ongoing Da’wat project in Mumbai, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin had to return
to Mumbai for a brief interim period, and was not present when Syedna Taher
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1434H (2013), Najam Baugh, Mumbai. [Left] Shehzada Taher Bhaisaheb giving a speech. [Upper right] Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin presiding over the
Golden Jubilee function. [Lower right] Syedna Qutbuddin’s grandchildren reciting madeh.
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Saifuddin visited Mombasa. Later when he rejoined Syedna Taher Saifuddin in
Arusha, mumineen from Mombasa requested Syedna Taher Saifuddin to send Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin to Mombasa for a few days. Syedna Taher Saifuddin agreed
to their request. In Mombasa, mumineen gathered to receive Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin with great enthusiasm and joy, and they were enthralled by Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin’s bayaan and personality. When Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin returned to
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s hazrat in Arusha, a few mumineen of Mombasa traveled
with him to offer shukur to Syedna for sending his beloved son to grace their town.
Syedna Taher Saifuddin spontaneously responded, ‘mein kehyu thu ne ke mein biji waar
aawis’ (did I not say that I would come again!).
After Shehzada Taher Bhaisaheb’s speech, sharbat, wadhawanu rasam was performed
and shukur araz was done by Shehzada Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb. He then recited a
qasida he had written for the occasion in Arabic. A madeh written by Shehzadi Dr.
Bazat Tahera Baisaheba was also recited by Syedna Qutbuddin’s grandchildren. Next,
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin did bayaan in which he bestowed mumineen with
pearls of wisdom and recounted the blessings he had received from Allah taala in the
khidmat of his Dais Syedna Taher Saifuddin and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin.
Syedna Qutbuddin gave thanks to Allah taala for having Syedna Taher Saifuddin
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On occasion of the Golden Jubilee this madeh was written by Shehzadi Dr. Bazat Tahera Baisaheba - Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s eldest daughter,
and an eloquent poet, who has composed thousands of verses in Arabic and Dawat ni zaban in the praise of Panjetan, A’immat and Du’at.
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This photo is of Syedna Taher Saifuddin holding Shehzadi Dr. Bazat Tahera Baisaheba,
first daughter of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, on her first birthday. Syedna Taher
Saifuddin hosted a full jamaat in Karachi on this occasion - a first for a birthday - and
also a function for the celebration at Ridge House, his residence in Karachi. Syedna Taher
Saifuddin called the photographer, Mazhar Master, and had this photo taken before the
function, so that in case the baby was asleep, guests would know who the birthday girl was!
Such was Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s shafaqat on Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s first child.
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train him and give him knowledge of the ilm of Aal-e-Mohammed. As a result of
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s special nazaraat, Syedna Burhanuddin appointed him as his
Mazoon after Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s wafat. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin also said
that, “during the many trials and tribulations I have faced in the past 50 years, my
resolve for khidmat has not wavered. There are two reasons: I am righteous, and I
have the strength of truth (mein haqq par chu anay mara nazdik sachayi ni quwwat che)”.
Syedna Qutbuddin graciously bestowed do’a mubarak for all mumineen who had
organized and participated in this event with love and devotion.
Syedna Qutbuddin announced that he was founding the Qutbi Jubilee Scholarship
Program for Higher Education. He donated Rupees 50 lakh to this endowment fund.
After Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s bayaan, all mumineen that were present received
the sharaf of qadambosi. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin gifted each participant a
photo-frame of Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Syedna Burhanuddin and Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin (printed on page 4). Mumineen enjoyed khushi nu jamam (dinner) and the
atmosphere was one of warmth and happiness.
In the ziyafat hall, an exhibition of photos from selected events in Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin’s life was displayed, especially from the time he was appointed as Mazoon.
It is this photo exhibition that inspired the production of this volume.
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“I have created him with my own two hands”
A statement often repeated by the late notable scholar, Shaikh RajabAli Moosaji,
describing and encapsulating Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s training of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin
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Known for his piety and learning, Miyansaheb Shaikh RajabAli, a man who served
Syedna Taher Saifuddin for many decades and was Syedna Burhanuddin’s diwan,
described Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s special training of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin
by uttering the phrase “khalaqtuhu bi yadayya” (I have created him with my own two
hands), paraphrasing the Qur’anic verse in which Allah taala asserts that He created
nabi AdamSA with His own two hands (Q. 38:75). Syedna Taher Saifuddin on a daily
basis spent hours and hours of his invaluable time preparing and training Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin for the great service of Da’wat.
During Ashara wa’az in Colombo 1390H (1970), Syedna Burhanuddin made the most
clear declaration of his perception of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin and his grooming
by Syedna Taher Saifuddin. Syedna Burhanuddin stated that, “my soul has (also)
been prepared by Syedna Taher Saifuddin” (maro nafs Bawaji sahib ye tayyar kidho chhe).
Syedna Burhanuddin then added that, “Similarly, Mazoon-e-Da’wat bhai Khuzaima
Qutbuddin’s soul has also been prepared by Syedna Taher Saifuddin” (Yej misal,
Mazoon-e-Da’wat bhai Khuzaima Qutbuddin na nafs ne bhi Bawaji sahib ye tayyar kidho chhe).
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was born in Saifee Mahal in Mumbai, India on 29th Rabi
ul Aakhar 1359H (5 June 1940). He is Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s 11th son. Alluding
to the special position of his 11th son, Syedna Taher Saifuddin on several occasions
declared in his wa’az sermons that like nabi Ya’qubSA Allah taala had blessed him with
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twelve sons. Nabi Ya’qub’s 11th son was the legendary nabi YusufSA, whose story the
Qur’an most eloquently narrates. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin spent his childhood
in the nurture and care of Syedna Taher Saifuddin. Syedna’s special regard for him
was apparent from the time of his birth. As Ya’qub foresaw in Yusuf the signs of
divine inspiration (ma’alim al-ta’yeed ), Syedna Taher Saifuddin indicated on numerous
occasions what he foresaw for his 11th son. Some of these indications are narrated in
this volume.

EARLY CHILDHOOD
This unique photo on the right from an outing is symbolic of Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin’s closeness with Syedna Taher Saifuddin and Syedna Mohammed
Burhanuddin. Here, he is sitting between the two. On formal occasions, the norm at
the thaal was that Syedna Burhanuddin would be on Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s right
and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin on the left.
While Syedna Taher Saifuddin habitually had dinner with the full family in the ground
floor hall of Saifee Mahal, he had lunch in his private apartment on the first floor.
At lunch, only Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was asked to join him. Even during the
years when Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was attending college, he would rush back
to Saifee Mahal at lunch time to be with Syedna at the thaal. When transport was
20

Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin
having lunch together
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Karbala. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin standing next to Syedna Taher Saifuddin in the garden of a bungalow
in Karbala on one of Syedna’s ziyarat safars. Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s health was suffering in that trip and he
insisted that Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin be next to him always, at home and during ziyarat.
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Badri Mahal, Mumbai. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin sitting next to Syedna Taher Saifuddin in a majlis.
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Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin sitting next to Syedna Taher
Saifuddin in ziyafat.
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Rasul Husain, Cairo. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin sitting close
to Syedna Taher Saifuddin during ziyarat.

not available, he would walk back to Saifee Mahal all the way from Wilson College
on Marine Drive. Syedna Taher Saifuddin would regularly ask Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin about the content of the lectures he was attending and then Syedna would
impart pearls of his wisdom on the subject.
On one occasion, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was delayed for lunch with Syedna Taher
Saifuddin because he was at the Egyptian embassy preparing for Syedna Saifuddin’s
visit to Cairo for the iftitah of the Rasul Husain zarih. Syedna Taher Saifuddin told
Shehzadi Fatema tus sughra Baisaheba who was serving him: “tamnay khabar nathi Khuzaima wagar manay jaman nahi bhawtu” (don’t you know, food does not taste good to
me in Khuzaima’s absence).
As depicted in the photographs on the previous pages, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin
was always at Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s side. Many years ago in Mumbai, when Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin was speaking to Syedna just before his rest time in the afternoon,
Aamenah Aaisaheba entered the room and said “hawey Bawaisaheb ne aaram karwa do”
(let Bawaisaheb rest now). Syedna spontaneously replied, “ehne rehwado, Khuzaima hoi
che to many gamay che” (let him be, it comforts me to have him here with me).
Aamenah Aaisaheba used to say that when Syedna carried Syedna Qutbuddin in his
arms at a very young age, he would refuse to go to anyone else, even to Aaisaheba.
Syedna would then himself carry him outside to the staircase going towards the bethak
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and then send Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin back to Aaisaheba.
On another occasion, when Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was in his teens, Syedna was
due to travel to Colombo and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was very ill and could not
travel. Although the trip had been planned months before, Syedna said that it should
be postponed because Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin could not accompany him. When
those in khidmat beseeched him to reconsider, Syedna instructed Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin to travel with him, and he further instructed his personal physician,
Dr. Mohsin, to accompany them on the airplane to take care of Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin. Expressing shafaqat in this manner was unprecedented.

ILM AND TARBIYAT
Since early childhood, Syedna Taher Saifuddin personally undertook Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin’s tutelage day and night. Before college, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin
would attend sabaq with Syedna along with his brothers and sisters. Syedna Taher
Saifuddin also taught him from one of the most elevated of the haqiqat texts, Lubb
al-Lubab. Syedna instructed that Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin should sit in front of
him (the place for the highest ranked sabaq attendees), a place which was usually
reserved for his older brothers. As mentioned earlier, Syedna Burhanuddin stated in
a wa’az in Colombo that Syedna Taher Saifuddin had prepared his nafs. He then
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said that Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s nafs was also prepared and trained by Syedna
Taher Saifuddin.
As Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin approached his late teens, Syedna Taher Saifuddin
would spend many hours at night mentoring him alone, confiding in him the secrets of the
Fatimid Tayyibi Da’wat, and preparing him for the service of Imam-uz-ZamanSA. These
sessions took place after all other affairs of the day had been concluded, and all those
in service had retired for the night. On more than one occasion, Syedna continued his
guidance and irshadat through the night, ending the session only because the time
for the morning Fajr prayers approached and Syedna had to leave for the Masjid.
(While all these irshadat are safely kept in Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s heart,
he also noted down many of them on a daily basis; an image from a page in one of
these notebooks it presented here.)
Once a young Shaikh Mohammed Mama requested raza from Syedna Taher Saifuddin
to accompany Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin in Ashara to Indore. But after seeking raza
he felt that he should not have sought raza to leave Mumbai when Syedna himself was
going to deliver wa’az there. When Shaikh Mohammed approached Syedna again, he
responded: “Khuzaima ni wa’az ma tame jaaw; ehne ilm mein yeh-j aapu chhe” he then added
“tamnay samajh waha wadharay parhse” (attend Khuzaima’s wa’az, I have given him ‘ilm…
and you will understand more there).
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A page from Syedna Qutbuddin’s handwritten notes of
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s irshadat
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Syedna Taher Saifuddin teaching sabaq to his children and grandchildren in
Saifee Mahal, Mumbai

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was also the first person from Syedna’s family to take
al-Jamea tus Saifiyah’s final 11th year written and oral exams in Surat.
He also pursued an undergraduate degree in Wilson College and Xavier’s College in
Mumbai in the field of Psychology. One of his teachers at Xavier’s, Father Fuster,
would often say to Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin that he would achieve great heights
in the community.

MISAAQ
From the very beginning, Syedna Taher Saifuddin undertook Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin’s upbringing and education personally. He trained him in all facets of
Fatimid ‘ilm and philosophy. When he, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, turned fifteen
Syedna Taher Saifuddin took his misaaq in the Iwan of al-Jamea tus Saifiyah, Surat. On
this occasion Syedna hosted a full Jamaat in Surat, which was customary for weddings
but unprecedented for the celebration of a misaaq.
Shaikh Ibrahim Yamani, Syedna’s diwan, used to say that he had heard Syedna taking
misaaq in this unique manner only twice, once when taking Syedna Burhanuddin’s
misaaq and the second time while taking Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s misaaq:
Customarily Syedna would state that after misaaq if you seek knowledge (‘ilm)
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22 Shabaan 1373H (April 1954), Jamea Saifiyah Iwan, Surat. Syedna Taher Saifuddin taking misaaq of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin
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Translation of an excerpt from Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s
1373H Risalat, Masarrat al-Fath al-Mubin
This is my noble son Khuzaima: The pavilion of his deeplyrooted honour rises high above the stars. A shining star (kawkab
durri) in the firmament of leadership and wisdom, he is also a
radiant jewel from the mine of honour and nobility … May Allah
grant him a long life. May Allah grant us qurrat-ul-‘ain in him,
and raise him highest among the people of knowledge, virtue
and honour. Khuzaima has attained the age of maturity, and in a
grand majlis in the Iwan of Jamea Saifiyah, Surat, convened on
Thursday, 22 Shaban, [1373H] I have taken his Misaaq. I have
instructed him to undertake the Khidmat of Da’wat with all his
strength and to follow the path of virtue. The Nuqtat al-noor
that originates in the Imam’s own Pillar of Noor has taken root
in his heart, and the cup of Allah’s divine Faiz has nourished him.
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and if you act accordingly (amal), then your luminescence (noor) and reward will
increase. In Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s misaaq he said: tamay ‘ilm parhso
(you will seek knowledge), amal karso (you will act accordingly), nur ziyada thasay
(your luminescence will increase). Syedna took Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s
safaqat, then, with his hand on Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s shoulder, said to him:
‘beta Da’wat ni khidmat karjo’ (my son, serve Da’wat). Syedna remembered and noted
this most significant advice in his bayaan about Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin in his
1373H Risalat Masarraat al-Fath al-Mubin.

HADDIYYAT AND ALAAMAT
In 1377H (1958) Syedna Taher Saifuddin bestowed the sharaf and honour of haddiyyat
upon Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin on the 13th of Rajab, the birth date of AmirulMumineenSA.
As stated in the excerpt from Syedna Taher Saifuddins’ risalat of that year
(quoted below), on this occasion, Syedna granted him the honorific laqab (title)
“Qutbuddin” (lit. the pivot of religion). When giving the laqab ‘Burhanuddin’ to
Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin, Syedna Taher Saifuddin had stated that it was to
honor him with the nobility of the auspicious laqab of his grandfather, the 49th Dai,
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Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin. Similarly, while honoring Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin with the laqab ‘Qutbuddin’, Syedna Taher Saifuddin stated that it was
to honor him with the nobility of the auspicious laqab of Syedna Qutbuddin alShaheedRA. The choice of laqab and the accompanying statement by Syedna clearly
show the aspirations he had for Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin.
The ‘alaamat - signatory line - that Syedna Taher Saifuddin assigned to Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin after haddiyyat is also worth noting. It is customary that after
haddiyyat, Syedna would assign his shehzadas ‘alaamats that they would use in their
correspondence. The ‘alaamat would generally be a verse from the Qur’an which
would be placed at the top of the letterhead identifying the sender. The ‘alaamat given
to Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin by Syedna Taher Saifuddin was ‘Muhammadun
Rasulullah’ (Mohammed is God’s messenger - Surat al-Fath, Aya 29). The verse clearly
indicated what Syedna foresaw for his eldest son who was at that time not yet openly
nominated as successor. The ‘alaamat given to Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was ‘wa
ma bikum min ni’matin fa min Allah’ (whatever ni’mat or grace you have, it is from God Surat al-Nahl, Aya 53). All of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s words were full of hikmat and
certainly, the assigning of this verse is a clear expression of the great khidmat that he
foresaw for Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin.
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Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin haddiyyat bayaan in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s
1377H Risalat, Amthaal-u-Sidrat-il-Muntaha:
By the ilhaam of Allah and the ilhaam of His Wali, Imam-uz-Zamaan, Allah’s most
honourable Amin, I have honoured my noble son Khuzaima, a shining star (kawkab
durri) in the firmament of virtue, with the sharaf of haddiyyat; and I have given him
the laqab of “Qutbuddin”, bestowing upon him the nobility of that auspicious laqab
(the laqab of Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed).
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SURAT AL-NAHL - AYA 53
This verse is the ‘alaamat (signatory line) given by Syedna Taher Saifuddin to
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin at the time of his haddiyyat.
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RISALAT, QASIDA AND MUNAJAAT KHIDMAT
Syedna Taher Saifuddin chose Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin to serve him in the
momentous and challenging task of composing and publishing his annual Ramadan
Risalat (treatise). During this khidmat, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin observed firsthand the ta’yeed and inspiration that guided Syedna’s hand and Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s
extraordinary all-encompassing knowledge. Sometimes Syedna would recall a certain
point of knowledge and then give Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin a detailed description
of which kitab and on which page the zikr could be found.
As the publication of the 300-500 page risalat was undertaken, Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin was involved in every step, including Syedna’s original composition, the
first handwritten proofs, Syedna’s revision of the first printed proofs, redrafting by
hand, delivery to the press, revision by Syedna of the first proofs, coordination with
other proof readers, and finally, publication and distribution to all the centres where
mumineen lived.
As the process often went on late into the night, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin often
himself drove to the press to deliver new material. On one occasion when Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin had returned from the press late at night and was called to
duty with Syedna early in the morning, Aamenah Aaisaheba gently asked Syedna if
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Saifee Mahal, Mumbai. Syedna Taher Saifuddin composing one of his risalats. Syedna Qutbuddin standing in khidmat.
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Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin could step out for cup of tea, to which Syedna replied,
“Not important!” Such was the sense of duty and discipline that Syedna instilled in
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, and such was the fervour with which Syedna Qutbuddin
served Syedna and the Da’wat.
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin also stood in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s khidmat for
the composition and publication of many qasidas (odes in praise of the Imams) and
munajaats (supplications to God). He was present in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s khidmat
when Syedna composed his iconic qasida-autobiography at the occasion of his
Golden Jubilee. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was also charged with the compilation
of “waza’ifuna”, the abyaat that have become the ‘national anthem’ of the Da’wat.
Such was the trust that Syedna had in Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin that he accepted
his contributions including his araz that a verse be included for the long life of Syedna
Taher Saifuddin’s Mazoon and successor. This is the well known verse that Syedna
composed upon Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s appeal:

After Syedna Taher Saifuddin passed away, with the raza and blessings of Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin took on the task of finalising
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the material for the last risalat Syedna Taher Saifuddin had completed, Amthaal-uSidrat-il-Muntaha. After the text was printed, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin took
it first to Sunel where Syedna Burhanuddin was at the time. In the wa’az there,
Syedna Burhanuddin stated that ‘bhai hamna Mumbai si aaya che, anay ek laqimat tohfo lai
ne aaya che’ (my brother - Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin - has just come from
Mumbai, and he has brought with him a priceless gift).
Syedna Taher Saifuddin trained Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin during all these
various khidmats - especially this most special of khidmats - and imparted priceless
pearls of wisdom to him at every opportunity.

SPEECHES AND WA’AZ IN SYEDNA TAHER SAIFUDDIN’S TIME
Syedna Taher Saifuddin noticed Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s power of
oratory from an early age. On many significant occasions he called upon Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin to deliver a speech. In Karachi, on the momentous
occasion of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Golden Jubilee, Syedna instructed
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin to deliver a speech in the main function, and
he did so at the start of the Majlis. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin stood
up and extemporaneously delivered a magnificently eloquent speech about
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Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s shanaat. The entire gathering was visibly moved.
Janab Mansur Bhaisaheb Mohyuddin from the audience came up to Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin after the majlis ended and said ‘aajay hamnay khabar parhi
ke Maulana Taher Saifuddin kon che’ (today we have comprehended Maulana Taher
Saifuddin’s maqaam). Syedna Taher Saifuddin was so pleased with the speech that
for several days he reminisced about it fondly to those around him.
In 1380H (1960), when it came time for Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s first Ashara
Mubaraka wa’az, Syedna Taher Saifuddin, upon Syedna Burhanuddin’s urging, sent
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin to the grand city of Udaipur. Syedna Taher Saifuddin
instructed Shaikh Ibrahim Yamani to give Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin some of
his own awraaq (bayaan texts used in wa’az). According to Shaikh Ibrahim, Syedna
Taher Saifuddin had given this instruction only once before, and that was when
Syedna Burhanuddin went for his first Ashara.
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin performed the wa’az with such excellence that Syedna
Taher Saifuddin, in his own wa’az in Mumbai, declared that the people of Udaipur
say “aawi wa’az suni nathi, aawu koi waar dekhu nathi” (such a wa’az we have never
heard, such a scene we have never beheld). Syedna Taher Saifuddin later also told
Shaikh Ibrahim that as a result of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s Ashara khidmat
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in Udaipur “Da’wat ma barakaat muda’afa thai gai” (barakaat in Da’wat has multiplied).
While Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was in Udaipur, Syedna Taher Saifuddin
wrote him a dense, weighty, page-long letter in Arabic, called ‘misaal’, in his own
handwriting. This was the only misaal that Syedna Taher Saifuddin ever wrote in his
own hand to any of his children. In this misaal, Syedna stated that Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin performed wa’az with ‘sawari sarayani ta’yeedi waliy-i-allah’ (the gushing
flow of the ta’yeed of Allah’s wali - Imam-uz-Zaman). Rather than the standard way
of signing a misaal, Syedna signed it ‘Abu Muhammad waliduka al-zakiru laka fi kulli
heen, bi ghayat il-hubb wal-haneen, Taher Saifuddin’ (Mohammed’s father, your father, who
remembers you every moment, with utmost love and affection - Taher Saifuddin).
When Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin returned from Udaipur after Ashara and
‘da’wat’ khidmat in nearby towns, Syedna Taher Saifuddin sent all shehzada sahebs,
including Mukasir Saheb Syedi Saleh Bhaisaheb, to the railway station to receive
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin. Syedna Burhanuddin himself came down to the
ground floor of Saifee Mahal to receive him.
That evening, Syedna Taher Saifuddin and his Mazoon Syedna Burhanuddin
officially received Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin in a majlis convened specially for
that occasion in Badri Mahal and performed maqdam and mu’anaqa rasam.
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Badri Mahal, Mumbai. Syedna Taher Saifuddin and Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin receiving Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin with a “Mu’anaqa,”
in official maqdam majlis upon the latter’s return to Mumbai from Udaipur after his first Ashara Mubaraka khidmat.
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1380H (1960). Moayyadpura Masjid, Udaipur. Syedna Qutbuddin performing wa’az.
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1380H (1960). Udaipur Mumineen receive Syedna Qutbuddin

An excerpt from Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s letter to Syedna Qutbuddin: ‘Abu Muhammad waliduka al-zakiru laka fi
kulli heen, bi ghayat il-hubb wal-haneen, Taher Saifuddin’ (Abu Mohammed, your father, who remembers you every
moment, with utmost love and affection - Taher Saifuddin)

]
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“Khuzaima ni do’a Mustajab che”
This photo on the right is from Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s last Lailatul Qadar in 1384H
(1964). Syedna Taher Saifuddin gave raza that night to Syedna Burhanuddin to pray the
do’as after each two rak’ats. Syedna Qutbuddin is on Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s left.
On a previous occasion, Syedna Taher Saifuddin had instructed Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin to lead Lailatul Qadar namaz and ‘ihya in Husainy Masjid in Mumbai.
When Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin returned before dawn to Badri Mahal Masjid
where Syedna Taher Saifuddin had lead the ‘ihya, Syedna was upstairs in his room on
the masalla praying the shafa’ prayer. Those who had gone for khidmat with Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin were called into the room with him. In one voice they all did
araz to Syedna that his beloved son had lead the prayers on this auspicious night with
great distinction and had bestowed them with much do’a.
Seeing far ahead, Syedna at that moment, on the masalla in Lailatul Qadr, uttered the
momentous words: “Khuzaima ni do’a mustajab che” (Khuzaima’s do’a is always answered).

ZAEEMU SHABABIL EID-E-ZAHABI
Syedna Taher Saifuddin established the organization ‘Shababul Eid-e-Zahabi’ on
the occasion of his Golden Jubilee at Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s hands. The
context of the formation of the Shabab organization is as follows: Syedna Khuzaima
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Lailatul Qadar 1384H (1964). Badri Masjid, Mumbai. Syedna
Taher Saifuddin, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin and Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin.

1391H (1971), Saifee Masjid, Mumbai. Syedna Qutbuddin prays
do’a in Lailatul Qadr.
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Qutbuddin gathered mumineen youngsters in Mumbai and organized a celebration for
the Golden Jubilee in gratitude for Syedna’s benevolence and affection towards them.
While most of the Golden Jubilee events were organized in a mandap tent in Azad
Maidan, it was Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s wish that the youngsters’ function be
held in a new venue. No venue was grander or more suited to the occasion than
Crystal Ballroom at the Taj Mahal Palace Hotel in Mumbai.
When Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin went to the Taj to reserve the room, the
manager said the reservation was not possible. There was already an event in the
Crystal Room that same evening after the proposed Shabab function. Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin did not give up and responded that “our volunteers will help
your staff prepare for the next function.” The manager then said that "the seating
capacity of the hall is much less than the number of people you are expecting".
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin answered that "we will seat our guests and our
Shabab members will stand at the back". One by one Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin
addressed and solved each of the manager’s concerns until he finally agreed.
While they were leaving the office, he smiled and said to the members who had
accompanied Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, “I don’t know how he succeeded in
convincing me; don’t bring him next time!” The Shabab Golden Jubilee Celebration
took place in the Crystal Room and was attended by the State Education Minister.
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In his speech on this occasion, Syedna Taher Saifuddin announced that he was making the
group of mumineen youngsters who had organised this function a permanent sansthaa.
He named the group Shababul Eid-e-Zahabi (youngsters-Shabab-of the Golden Jubilee).
He explained that, “RasulullahSA has said ‘al-Hasanu wal-Husainu Sayyidaa Shababi ahlil
Jannah’ (Hasan and Husain are the leaders of the youth - Shabab - of Jannat), and so I
have named this group ‘Shabab’”. Syedna recited his own verse: ‘aya rabbi-j’alan fi khidmati
ibn-il-wassiyyil murtada shaybi shababi’ (O Lord, in the service of the progeny of the Wasi
Ali, turn my shayb into shabab, i.e. my old age into youth). Syedna Taher Saifuddin
mandated that the constitution of Shabab was the service and the khidmat of Dai,
and Da’wat, and the welfare of mumineen. On this occasion, Syedna Taher Saifuddin
designated Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin as Zaeem al-Shabab (leader of the Shabab).
Many who had witnessed the functions of the Golden Jubilee in Mumbai said
that they had never seen Syedna Taher Saifuddin happier than he was that day.
Local Shabab units were formed in all major cities where mumineen resided.
In all centers, Mumbai in particular, the Shabab undertook many projects and activities
for Da’wat khidmat and mumineen’s welfare.
When Syedna Burhanuddin became Dai, Shabab - under the leadership of Syedna
Qutbuddin - was one of the first organizations to celebrate his accession in a unique
ziyafat in Kamala Nehru Park.
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Syedna Taher Saifuddin, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin sit at the head table
at the Shabab function.
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Syedna Qutbuddin receives Syedna Taher Saifuddin
at the Shabab function.
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Taj Mahal Palace Hotel (Crystal Room), Mumbai. Shabab function organized by Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin in honour of Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Golden Jubilee.
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Badri Mahal Masjid, Mumbai. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin leads weekly
Shabab sabaq.

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin leads the Shabab-run child health competition.
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THE ZARIH MUBARAK OF RASUL HUSAIN IN CAIRO
During his term as Dai Syedna Taher Saifuddin accomplished each and every one
of his stated goals. Toward the end of his reign, the only objective that despite
repeated efforts remained as yet unfulfilled was the installation of the zarih intended
for the mausoleum of Abbas AlamdarSA in Karbala. A number of influential clergy in
Iraq and Iran were preventing the zarih from being installed based on a technicality.
Eventually, Muqaddas Mukasir Saheb Syedi Saleh Bhaisaheb Safiyuddin decided to
go to Karbala and try one last time. He sought raza from Syedna Taher Saifuddin for
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin to accompany him.
Once in Karbala, it became clear that it was not possible for the zarih to be erected in
the mausoleum of Abbas Alamdar. The clergy in Iran who were impeding the process
had already begun constructing a zarih for the same site. After exhausting all efforts
in Karbala, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin and Syedi Saleh Bhaisaheb sought Syedna
Taher Saifuddin’s raza to take the zarih to Cairo to the mausoleum of Rasul Husain.
Syedna Taher Saifuddin replied by telegram, “If you feel advisable, move zarih to
Cairo immediately.”
In a politically charged setting fraught with multiple obstacles, Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin skillfully negotiated Iraqi state permissions for the gold and silver zarih to
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be transported out of the country. He also obtained permission from the Egyptian
government for the zarih to be installed in the mubarak maqaam of Rasul Husain.
The Egyptian government sent an aircraft especially for the transport of the zarih.
Once on the plane with the zarih, Syedi Saleh Bhaisaheb joyfully said to Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin, “Khuzaima Bhaisaheb, aa khidmat mehsooda che” (Khuzaima
Bhaisaheb, this is indeed an enviable khidmat!).
The Egyptian government received the zarih with full military honours at Cairo
Airport and accompanied it to the mausoleum of Rasul Husain in Fatimid Cairo.
They extended an invitation to Syedna Taher Saifuddin to visit Cairo as their official
state guest, for the dedication and opening of the zarih.
When Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin returned to Mumbai with Syedi Saleh Bhaisaheb,
Syedna Taher Saifuddin received them together in his private chambers and offered
them both sherbet with his own hands. A misaal was sent out to all community centers
informing them of these momentous events.
On the eve of the 19th Rajab 1385H, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin presented
the photograph of the zarih to Syedna Taher Saifuddin in Matheran. Syedna Taher
Saifuddin was overjoyed to see the photograph showing the completed installation of
the zarih and said, “hadiyo ehna mahill ne pohnchi gayo” (the gift has reached its destination).
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1385H (1965), Rasul Husain, Cairo, Egypt. This is the photograph of the zarih presented to Syedna
Taher Saifuddin.
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1385H (1965), Baghdad, Iraq. This is a photograph of the Rasul Husain
Zarih Mubarak being transported from Baghdad to Cairo. In the
foreground are Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin and Muqaddas Mukasir
Saheb Syedi Saleh Bhaisaheb Safiyuddin.
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The photograph was brought from Cairo by
Muqaddas Ras-ul-hudood Janab Ibrahim
Bhaisaheb Zainuddin, who had directed the
original building of the zarih in Karachi and its
installation in Cairo. Syedna Taher Saifuddin
later that night instructed Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin to summon Syedna Burhanuddin
and in his presence dictated a telegram to
the Egyptian government accepting their
1385H (1965), Baghdad, Iraq. In the background is the airplane in which the
zarih Mubarak was transported to Cairo.

invitation. A few hours later Syedna Taher
Saifuddin departed to the hazrat of Imam-uzZaman.
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin performed the
very last and momentous khidmat of Syedna
Taher Saifuddin’s era. He also performed
the first khidmat in Syedna Mohammed
Burhanuddin’s era in the historic trip to
Cairo for the opening of the zarih and for
the acceptance of the doctorate conferred by
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1385H (1965), Cairo, Egypt. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, Muqaddas
Mukasir Saheb Safiyuddin, and Egyptian officials unpacking the zarih
panels in Cairo.

Al-Azhar University.

“My beloved son, My beloved son, My beloved son”
SYEDNA MOHAMMED BURHANUDDIN’S MANSOOS

The momentously meaningful words uttered by Syedna Burhanuddin while publicly appointing
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin as his Mazoon on 17th Shabaan 1385H (1965)
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2 Muharram 1415H (9 June 1994), Saifee Masjid, Mumbai. Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin obtaining talaqqi sharaf of Syedna Mohammed
Burhanuddin before Ashara mubaraka wa’az.
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APPOINTMENT AS MAZOON-E-DA’WAT SYEDNA MOHAMMED BURHANUDDIN’S “BELOVED SON”
On 17 Shabaan 1385H (10 December 1965), Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin took
the first misaaq as Dai-l-Mutlaq in Saifee Masjid, Mumbai. Before the misaaq, Syedna
Burhanuddin appointed his brother, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, as his Mazoon, saying:

Translation: With the ilhaam of Allah taala, and the ilhaam of his wali, Imam-uzZamaan, I appoint in the rutba of Mazoon-ud-Da’wat, the one whose name was the
most beloved of names to Syedna Taher Saifuddin, my beloved son, my beloved son,
my beloved son, Khuzaima Bhaisaheb Qutbuddin. I appoint him in the rutba which I
myself occupied during Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s reign.

After the sermon and misaaq were over, Syedna took the personal oath of allegiance
‘safaqat’ of all those present. For this he moved from his high seat, takht, at the center
of the masjid, to the mihrab at the front of the masjid. He sat on the gaadi on one
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17 Shabaan 1385H (1965), Saifee Masjid, Mumbai. The first misaaq majlis, before the announcement of appointment of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin. Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin is seated twelfth on Syedna’s right, after Muqaddas Mukasir Saheb Syedi Saleh Bhaisaheb Safiyuddin, muqaddas Ras-ul-hudood Syedi Ibrahim
Bhaisaheb Zainuddin and nine of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s brothers.
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side of the mihrab and took ‘safaqat’. He instructed his newly appointed Mazoon, to
sit on the other side of the mihrab, and he further instructed all the people to offer
qadambosi to Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin.
On the return to Saifee Mahal from this first misaaq majlis, Syedna Burhanuddin
asked Syedna Qutbuddin to accompany him in his car. When the car turned at TeenBatti toward Saifee Mahal, Syedna Burhanuddin said to Syedna Qutbuddin, “Now I
will be able to sleep soundly.”
At Saifee Mahal, Syedna Burhanuddin asked Syedna Qutbuddin to accompany him to
his private apartments. Just Syedna Burhanuddin and Syedna Qutbuddin were present,
and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin did sajda of shukur and shukur araz to Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin. Syedna responded, “ja’alanallaho min-ash-shaakireena liaala’ihi” (May Allah taala place us among those who give thanks for his benefactions).
Syedna used the collective “us”, recounting the benefaction that Allah and his Dai
Syedna Taher Saifuddin had bestowed on both brothers, Syedna Burhanuddin and
Syedna Qutbuddin.
Earlier in the day, Syedna gifted Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin a ruby ring which he
placed on Syedna Qutbuddin’s finger, saying : “Syedna Taher Saifuddin used to wear this
ring and he gifted it to me [when he appointed me], and I used to wear it and now I gift
it to you.”
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17 Shabaan 1385H (1965), Saifee Masjid, Mumbai. Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin places his right hand on Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s
shoulder after appointing him as his Mazoon.
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17 Shabaan 1385H (1965), Saifee Masjid, Mumbai. Syedna Burhanuddin instructed Mukasir Saheb Syedi Saleh Bhaisaheb to hold Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin’s hand and bring him to his new elevated seating place to Syedna’s right.
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THE OPENING OF THE RASUL HUSAIN ZARIH
AND SYEDNA MOHAMMED BURHANUDDIN’S
AL-AZHAR UNIVERSITY DOCTORATE
Just as Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin performed the last major
khidmat in Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s era, the transfer and erection
of the zarih in Rasul Husain, he also performed the first major
khidmat in Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin’s era, the khidmat
of Syedna’s momentous trip to Cairo for the official opening and
dedication of the Rasul Husain zarih. Since it had been Syedna
Taher Saifuddin’s wish to travel to Cairo as soon as possible,
his successor Syedna Burhanuddin decided to undertake the trip
even before the takht nashini (accession) celebrations. Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin served Syedna Burhanuddin with the same
zeal and vigour with which he served his revered father Syedna
Taher Saifuddin.
It is a testament to Syedna Burhanuddin’s shaan, and also to the
sincerity, dedication and distinguished khidmat of his worthy and
accomplished brother, that this trip was a landmark in the history

1385H (1965), Cairo, Egypt. Syedna Burhanuddin receives
the Azhar Doctorate

of Da’wat. At the very onset of Syedna Burhanuddin’s era, it set the
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1385H (1965), Cairo, Egypt. Syedna Burhanuddin, Syedna Qutbuddin, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Endowments
(Awqaf), Sharabasi, Shaikh Ahmed Hasan al-Baquiri, the honourable rector of Al-Azhar University Cairo and other Egyptian
officials before the doctorate ceremony
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tone for the outstanding Sulaymani shaahi and shaan of his Daiship.
The government of Egypt accorded full State Guest status and honours to Syedna
Burhanuddin. They officially hosted the entire trip for him and his entourage including
travel and accommodation. Once the Egyptian government accorded such protocol,
all other nations followed suit in their welcome to Syedna in his subsequent travels.
Following the opening of the Rasul Husain zarih, the Al-Azhar University, which
was founded in the time of Imam Mu’izzSA, conferred upon Syedna Burhanuddin
its highest honour, an Honorary Doctorate in Islamic Philosophy. Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin’s khidmat in this respect was crucial. Before Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s
wafaat, the rector of Al-Azhar University, The Honourable Shaikh Ahmad Hasan
al-Baquri had proposed to offer this honour to Syedna Taher Saifuddin for his years
of service to Islam and his extraordinary contribution to Islamic literature. Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin convinced Shaikh al-Baquri that the University should offer the
same honour to Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s successor in anticipation and hope of his
continuation of the efforts of his illustrious father. The Azhar Doctorate was such
a rare honour that prior to this it had been conferred only once, and that to a Head
of State, President Sukarno of Indonesia. The doctorate was conferred on Syedna
Burhanuddin in the university's Great Hall across the road from Rasul Husain.
A man respected by one and all, Shaikh al-Baquri became very close to Syedna
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Qutbuddin. Once in an auditorium full of Al-Azhar University
scholars, sitting on the podium with Syedna Qutbuddin, Shaikh
al-Baquri took the cup from which Syedna Qutbuddin had just sipped
coffee and stood up; he raised the cup and said that “Sayyid Khuzaima
just sipped coffee from this cup, and I am drinking from it because it
is ‘barakah ’ - because he belongs to the ‘ahlul bayt �.”
Shaikh al-Baquri along with the Deputy Prime Minister Ahmad
Sharabasi - who was also the Minister of Awqaf, accepted Syedna
1385H (1965) Rasul Husain, Cairo, Egypt. Syedna Burhanuddin
performing iftitah of the new zarih of Rasul Husain.

Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s invitation to Mumbai to attend Syedna
Burhanuddin’s takht nashini celebrations. It was a matter of pride
for our community that these esteemed guests from Egypt travelled
across the sea to take part in our celebrations.
The guests carried with them a splendid gift: the door of the old zarih
of Rasul Husain, which is now placed in Fatemi Masjid, Rozat Tahera.
Following the celebrations, Shaikh Baquri and Deputy Prime Minister
Sharabasi accompanied Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin on a hunting
trip. During their return to Mumbai, mumineen in the various

1385H (1965) Rasul Husain, Cairo, Egypt. Syedna Burhanuddin
and Syedna Qutbuddin with Egyptian officials at the iftitah of
the zarih.
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cities and towns in which they halted honoured and welcomed their
Mazoon and his guests.

1385H (1965) Rasul Husain, Cairo, Egypt. Syedna Burhanuddin performing iftitah of the new Rasul Husain zarih.
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1385H (1965), Bhopal, India. The welcoming ceremony for Syedna
Qutbuddin and the exalted guests who came for the takht nashini
ceremony of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin.
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1385H (1965), India. Shaikh al-Baquri and Syedna Qutbuddin sit closely.

SYEDNA MOHAMMED BURHANUDDIN ZIYAFATS
Among the many events that manifest Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s veneration for
Syedna Burhanuddin are the numerous and splendid ziyafats he hosted for Syedna.
Each ziyafat was unique. For example, on 20 Dhul Hajj, 1402H (October 1982), in
the Saifee Mahal Garden, Mumbai, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin hosted a shukur
ziyafat for Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin on the occasion of the misaaq of his son
Shehzada Taher Bhaisaheb. In the backdrop was a dhow (brought from Chowpatty
Seaface pulled on a handcart by ten men) representing the safinat-un-najaat, and the
Dai-l-satr himself as the true ship of salvation.
This ziyafat was one of nearly 50 ziyafats Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin has hosted
for Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin. Syedna Qutbuddin offered shukur ziyafats
for the misaaq of his children, their weddings, birthdays and many ziyafats simply
for the honour of hosting Syedna. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin has hosted Syedna
Burhanuddin at the Saifee Mahal gardens, at his al-Azhar apartment, his bungalow in
Thane - Darus Sakina (named and inaugurated by Syedna Burhanuddin), as well as in
Surat, London and at Syedna Qutbuddin’s apartment in Cairo.
On one occasion in a ziyafat in Syedna Qutbuddin’s apartment in al-Azhar, Syedna

1402H (1982). Saifee Mahal Garden, Mumbai.
Syedna Burhanuddin presides over Shehzada Taher
Bhaisaheb’s misaaq ziyafat

stood next to Syedna Qutbuddin’s study window and remarked ‘yaha si ghanu dur tak
dekhai che’ (you can see very far from here).
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1407H (1986) Qasr Mubarak, Devdi, Surat. Syedna Burhanuddin presides over Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb’s and Shehzadi
Fatema Baisaheba’s misaaq
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Syedna Burhanuddin also frequently visited Darus Sakina with his family in the early
years before his retreat at Khandala was built. Darus Sakina is located at the foothills
of the Yeoor Hills, and is a green and tranquil retreat. Syedna also spent several nights
at Darus Sakina. The bungalow has the distinction that its name has been provided
by Syedna and is the fruit of the inayat that Syedna Taher Saifuddin bestowed upon
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin over the course of many years in Shehrullah. The
bungalow also has the distinction that the ground-breaking-ceremony of its pool was
performed by Syedna Burhanuddin.
Syedna Qutbuddin also hosted (utaro) Syedna Burhanuddin on two occasions at
his apartment in the Heliopolis neighbourhood in Cairo. Very shortly after Syedna
Qutbuddin bought the apartment in 1405H (1985), Syedna’s visit to Cairo was
announced. Syedna Qutbuddin requested the honour of hosting Syedna at his
new flat and Syedna graciously accepted. Syedna Burhanuddin’s own residence,
al-Burhani, was built a few years later. Syedna Qutbuddin’s new flat was bare walls and
Syedna Qutbuddin personally supervised its decoration and preparation for Syedna’s
visit in the very short span of two weeks. When Syedna arrived, the government
representatives who accompanied him commented that this is a house that is worthy
of Syedna (baitun yaliqu bil-sultan). After the dignitaries left, Syedna Qutbuddin did
araz to Syedna that, “we would not be as happy even if kings and presidents visited
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[Upper Left and Right] Al-Azhar, Mumbai. Syedna Burhanuddin graces Syedna Qutbuddin’s apartment in Saifee Mahal.
[Lower Left] Bayt-Aziz, Cairo, Egypt. Syedna graces Syedna Qutbuddin’s house [Lower Right] Darus Sakina, Thane. Syedna Burhanuddin
takes pleasure in a family lunch ziyafat in the gardens of Darus Sakina
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Rabi ul-Akhar 1432H, (March 2011). Saifee Mahal Hall, Mumbai. Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin’s 100th
milad ziyafat by Syedna Qutbuddin
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us…today we are overjoyed that our Maula has graced us with this honour.” Syedna
Burhanuddin stayed for a full week on the first visit and a couple of days on the
second visit. On his first visit Syedna Burhanuddin gave the name Bayt Aziz to this
home; later he gave the name Bayt Husain to the adjoining apartment.
On the occasion of his 100th milad, Syedna Burhanuddin granted Syedna Qutbuddin
the honour of hosting the only individual ziyafat. Syedna Qutbuddin presented shukur
najwa and a 100 verse qasida written in Arabic in praise of Syedna. He also presented
Syedna Burhanuddin with a silver plaque on which Surat ul-Hamd was inscribed in
Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s handwriting.
Many years ago, Syedna Qutbuddin composed a qasida especially for welcoming
Syedna to his ziyafats. It was jubilantly recited by his grandchildren to welcome Syedna
Burhanuddin at this ziyafat. This is the first verse and the refrain:

Translation: Welcome - marhaba marhaba - our Dai, our benefactor, our father.

MAJOR PROJECTS
In all the projects that Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin has undertaken, the trust that
mumineen placed in him has been apparent. This is largely because Syedna Qutbuddin
always conducted these fundraising activities with openness and inclusiveness.
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Moreover, projects that others had tried and given up on were funded through his
efforts and completed in record time.
After returning from the historic trip to Cairo after Syedna Burhanuddin’s ascension
to the throne of Da’wat, Syedna Qutbuddin undertook the responsibility of the major
part of the fund collection for the construction of Rozat Tahera. This was done in
Karachi and Mumbai. He also fundraised in Ujjain for the diamond-studded bismillah
for the Surat al-Baqara on the walls of the Roza.
In 1391H (1971), Syedna Qutbuddin single-handedly undertook the fundraising
for the Syedna Taher Saifuddin Memorial Foundation. He focused on acquiring
an 8-storey building on Worli Seaface named Sandoz House. Due to mumineen’s
reverence for Syedna Taher Saifuddin, do’a of Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin,
and faith in his Mazoon Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, an unprecedented fund of
Rupees 50 lakh was raised in record time for the purchase of the property. This
initial trust fund investment is the mainstay of the Foundation, and even today,
this Foundation remains the main source for charity and muwasaat in Da’wat
for mumineen and our fellow Indians, the rental income amounting to double
digit crores of rupees. Syedna Qutbuddin was the foundation’s chairman for the first
few years.
Syedna Qutbuddin undertook the fundraising for the new building of Saifee High
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School in Mumbai. Built originally on Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s Silver Jubilee, the
building was to be newly constructed and the foundation stone for it was laid by
Syedna Taher Saifuddin himself. Syedna Burhanuddin also laid a new foundation
stone once the work started. Syedna Qutbuddin conducted the fundraising in a
unique way in that a darees was held on each new floor as it was built; people
actually lined up to participate! Construction of the new school was completed
in record time, and Syedna Burhanuddin performed the opening ceremony.
In the early 1390’sH (1970’s) the town of Galiakot, adjacent to the mazaar of
Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed, was expected to be submerged due to the building
of the nearby Mahi Dam. Negotiations had been long ongoing for the allotment
of a piece of land for the mumineen who would be displaced by the flooding.
Syedna Qutbuddin then undertook to spearhead the effort and he personally
met and convinced the Chief Minister of Rajasthan to allot a plot of land close
to Fakhri Mazar. The qubba is actually visible from the masjid. The land was
allocated, the masjid built and inagurarted by Syedna and the new township,
[Up] 1395 (1975), Rozat Tahera, Mumbai. The
photograph shows Syedna Qutbuddin directing the
construction of Rozat Tahera. At his side is the architect,
Shaikh Yahya Merchant. [Down] Rozat Tahera, Mumbai.
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin performs ziyarat of Syedna
Taher Saifuddin
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named Muhammadiyya, was inhabited. It is the only town in the world named
after Syedna Burhanuddin and the only town that is inhabited exclusively
by mumineen.
Saifee Masjid in Deira Dubai was the first Dawoodi Bohra masjid in the Middle

East. After it was inaugurated by Syedna Burhanuddin, a large debt
of 3 million dirhams was to be repaid to a local bank. Many came
and tried to raise funds to repay the debt but failed. In 1405H
(1985), Syedna Burhanuddin sent Syedna Qutbuddin to Dubai
for Ashara with the near-impossible task to collect 3 million
dirhams in 3 months. Syedna Qutbuddin not only succeeded in
completely repaying the debt amount, but he did so ahead of
the deadline.
In the early 1400’sH (1980’s) Syedna Qutbuddin was instrumental
in building the Colombo jamaatkhana. He personally convinced
the Heptullabhoy family to undertake the khidmat of building the
jamaatkhana, and of hosting Syedna Burhanuddin’s historic trip to
Colombo for the opening ceremony. Syedna Burhanuddin named
the jamaatkhana Iwan-e-Qutbi.
Syedna Qutbuddin undertook the major part of the fundraising for
the construction of the new Qubba Badriyya in Jamnagar. This too
was after unsuccessful attempts for fundraising by other notables.
Syedna Qutbuddin’s bayaan and presence transformed the scene

Surat al-Fatiha on the walls of Rozat Tahera

and the fund, and subsequently the qubba were completed.
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Sandoz House, Mumbai
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Saifee High School, Mumbai

Rozat Tahera, Mumbai

[Up] Dubai Masjid [Down] Iwan-e-Qutbi, Colombo
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ASHARA MUBARAKA WA’AZ AND BAYAANS
Once during Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s time, someone was listening to an audio
recording of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s wa’az. As Syedna Taher Saifuddin passed
by Aaisaheba’s room where the audio was playing, he spontaneously exclaimed, “who
is listening to my wa’az!” Syedna Qutbuddin’s bayaans are indeed epistles of Syedna
Taher Saifuddin’s knowledge.
After becoming Syedna Burhanuddin’s Mazoon-e-Da’wat, Syedna Qutbuddin
has delivered wa’az, with Syedna Burhanuddin raza and do’a mubarak, in over
forty places during Ashara Mubaraka. Over the years, hundreds of thousands
of mumineen have taken from him the pure barakaat of the ‘ilm of Aal-eMuhammad. Syedna Qutbuddin’s bayaans in Ashara and other occasions inspire
them to attain a better life in this world and prepare in it for the hereafter. As
Mazoon, he etched in mumineen’s hearts a deep ma’rifat of the aa’la maqaam of
our revered Dai, Syedna Burhanuddin. His heartfelt narrative of the tragedy of
Karbala is unmatched. His words of advice transform the lives of mumineen:
“je dil si nikle te dil ma utri jaa’i” (what comes from the heart, goes right to the heart).
On one occasion, Syedna Qutbuddin delivered a wa’az in Detroit on the urus night
of Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed. In a one-hour bayaan he addressed issues such as the
reason for our existence in this world, the path to salvation and the balance between
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living a full life here and preparing for the hereafter. After the wa’az, a mumin from
the audience came and did araz that this bayaan had brought about a “revolution”
in his mind.
Wherever Syedna Qutbuddin has delivered Ashara wa’az in all these fifty years, he
has also hosted a full niyaaz for mumineen on one of the days. About twenty years
ago, Syedna instructed Syedna Qutbuddin to perform Ashara wa’az in Surat. When
he arrived there on first Muharram, he found out that niyaaz jaman was hosted there
only on select days. Syedna Qutbuddin summoned the people active in the jamaat and
explained to them that niyaaz is held in Ashara in Husain Imam’s name, and it must be
held every single day. He then formed a committee of volunteers, Anjuman-e-Atbaa’e
Husain; he informed them that he himself would host one full niyaaz. This happened
one day before Ashara. With Syedna Qutbuddin’s guidance all niyaaz jamans were held
there everyday in Ashara. Then, Syedna Burhanuddin instructed Syedna Qutbuddin to
perform Ashara wa’az in Galiakot. Many were perplexed that such a small town would
get this honour. Syedna Qutbuddin, as always, acted without hesitation according to
Syedna’s wishes. At Galiakot, despite the bitter cold, thousands of mumineen from the
entire Waghar area assembled to get the barakaat of his wa’az. When Syedna Qutbuddin
returned, Syedna Burhanuddin was visibly pleased; and he commented with appreciation
that more people gathered for this Ashara than the number that attend even when Syedna
Burhanuddin, himself, presides at Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed’s urus.
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Ashara Mubaraka 1431H (2011), Qutbi Masjid, Ahmedabad. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin performing pur-lutf wa’az.
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Ashara Mubaraka 1389H (March 1969), Saifee Masjid, Mumbai. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin performing pur-josh wa’az.
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Ashara Mubaraka 1431H (2011), Qutbi Masjid, Ahmedabad. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin performing pur-josh wa’az.
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Ashara Mubaraka 1389H (March 1969), Saifee Masjid, Mumbai. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin giving shaahi salaami to mumineen who
throng for his nazar and dedaar.
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TRAVEL TO HOLY SITES
When Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin returned from his first Hajj as Mazoon-e-Da’wat
in 1386H (1967), Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin himself went to the airport to
receive him. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was the first Haqq-na-Saheb who after
many years traveled to the holy site of Ghadeer-e-Khum on the actual Day of Eid-eGhadeer and took mumineen’s misaaq. Syedna Qutbuddin has performed Hajj with
Syedna Burhanuddin and has also performed numerous ‘umrahs’. On one occasion,
he delivered wa’az in Arabic for the local Yemeni mumineen who reside in Mecca.
Muminaat from the audience said to Syedna Qutbuddin “today we have truly come to
know Imam Husain” (al layla ‘arafna al-Husain).
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin has made several trips to Baitul Muqaddas, Jerusalem.
The first was at a time when travel to that region was particularly difficult due to
political reasons. At that time the cruise liner Queen Elizabeth II was sailing from
Alexandria to Haifa and its passengers received entry passes to the ports where it
docked, regardless of their country of origin. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin traveled
on the ship especially so that he could visit Baitul Muqaddas and pray in Masjid
al-Aqsa. En route, a reporter came up to Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin during his
morning walk on the deck and asked, “Describe God to me in one sentence,” Syedna
Qutbuddin spontaneously replied, “God is beyond imagination.”
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On another trip to Baitul Muqaddas, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin sought and verified
the holy site in Asqalan (Ashkelon) where once there had stood a great mashhad;
Husain Imam’s Ras mubarak was buried there for a long time before its transfer to
Cairo. After the invasion of Palestine, the mashhad was destroyed, the local people
were displaced, and a hospital was built on the site. Based on leads from people who
had visited it in yesteryears, and with the help of an elderly local, Syedna Qutbuddin was
able to find the site. Following Syedna Qutbuddin’s verification, Syedna Burhanuddin
and hundreds of pilgrims have visited the holy site.
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin also visited Jerusalem on the occasion of Ghadeer-eKhum. He did bayaan and took misaaq inside the Qubbat al-Sakhra at the holy site
where Rasulullah prayed on Mi’raj night.
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin has visited Karbala and Najaf numerous times, many
of those times with Syedna Burhanuddin. Syedna Burhanuddin also deputed Syedna
Qutbuddin for the inauguration of the first zarih Syedna gifted for the mihrab in
Kufa, where Ameerul Mumineen was martyred. At the time, Syedna Qutbuddin held
a gathering of local scholars in which an atmosphere of respect and true affection
prevailed. A scholar who attended later said that Syedna Qutbuddin’s speech was
“the talk of the town” (hadeeth-ul-yawm). Such was their regard for Syedna Qutbuddin
that on many occasions in Najaf and Karbala the zarih was opened for daakhili and
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Makkah Mu’azzamah. Unique photo of Syedna Burhanuddin and Syedna Qutbuddin exiting the Ka’ba after daakhili. They are
climbing down the stairs of the Ka’ba.
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Dhu’l Hijja 1386 (1967), Makkah Mu’azzamah. Syedna Qutbuddin on Jabal-urRahmat, Arafa, as Amirul-hajj.

[Up] Karbala, Iraq. Syedna Qutbuddin with Syedna
Buhanuddin at the zarih of Imam Husain.
[Down] Cairo, Egypt. Gathering of scholars with
Syedna Qutbuddin after Kufa zarih opening. Also in the
picture Ras-ul-hudood Ibrahim Bhaisaheb Zainuddin
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[Left] 1401H (1979) Hutaib, Yemen. Syedna
Qutbuddin in Yemen walking to Shibam
from Hutaib for the ziyarat of Syedna Idris
ImaduddinRA [Right] 1400H (1980). Jame
Anwar, Cairo, Egypt. Syedna Burhanuddin
and Syedna Qutbuddin.

[Left to Right] 1:Jamea-Ibn-Tulun, Cairo,
Egypt. Syedna Qutbuddin in front of Imam
Mustansir’s mehrab. 2: Syedna Qutbuddin in
front of the Fatimid minbar from the Rasul
Husain mashhad in Asqalan. This minbar
is now in Hebron, in Khalil-ul-Rahman,
near Jerusalem. 3: Dome of the Rock, Baitul
Muqaddas, Jerusalem. Syedna Qutbuddin
standing in front of the Dome of the Rock
(Qubbat al-Sakhra).
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[Upper Left] Syedna Qutbuddin (third from the left) stands behind a pillar from
the Fatimid city of Mansuriyya. This is one of the few remnants of the city that
is above ground. [Lower Left] Syedna Qutbuddin in Sirte (modern day Libya)
[Right] Syedna Qutbuddin in Shiraz
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1434H (2013), Sanliurfa, Turkey. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin in Harran, where Ibrahim Nabi met and married
Mawlatuna Saarrah.
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[Left] 1434H (2013), Sanliurfa, Turkey. Just before maghreb namaz, Syedna Qutbuddin reflects as he gazes upon the
place where the fire turned into “coolness and wellbeing” for Ibrahim Nabi. According to local legend the fire turned
into water (the lake still exists today) and the wood used to fuel the fire, turned into fish. [Upper Right] 1434H (2013),
Sanliurfa, Turkey. After visiting the well from which Ayyub NabiSA recieved shifa, local Muslims ask Syedna Qutbuddin
for blessings and do’a [Lower Right] Syedna Qutbuddin at Syedi Fakhruddin Shaheed ziyarat in Galiakot
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Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin spent the entire night in the haram praying tahajjud
there after it was closed to all other visitors.
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin has also traveled to Yemen many times. His first trip
was with Syedna Burhanuddin, when Syedna Taher Saifuddin bestowed on Syedna
Burhanuddin the title of Mansur al-Yaman. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was in
Syedna Burhanuddin’s khidmat during the trip, and was instrumental in its taking place:
Aamenah Aaisaheba suggested to Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin, “Why don’t you
request Syedna Burhanuddin to travel to Yemen so we can accompany him?” Syedna
Qutbuddin conveyed Aaisaheba’s request to Syedna Burhanuddin who responded
saying ‘bhai Bawaisaheb ni raza lai aawo’ (if bhai can seek Bawaisaheb -Syedna Taher
Saifuddin’s - raza, we shall go). Syedna Qutbuddin obtained raza from Syedna Taher
Saifuddin and accompanied Syedna Burhanuddin and served him, as he did always,
when Syedna Burhanuddin was Mazoon, and also after he became Dai.
Syedna Qutbuddin has visited Fatimid Cairo many, many times, especially during
the years when his children were seeking education there. His contributions in the
installation of the Rasul Husain zarih and Fatimid masjids, especially Jame Anwar
are unrivalled.
1434H (2013). Rozat Tahera, Mumbai. Syedna Qutbuddin
performing ziyarat in Rozat Tahera
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Syedna Qutbuddin also undertook adventurous and arduous journeys exploring holy
sites in North Africa and Iran where Fatimid Imams had resided.

In 1434H (2012), Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin visited Sanliurfa, the holy site in
south eastern Turkey, where Ibrahim NabiSA was thrown into the fire, and the fire
miraculously turned into “coolness and wellbeing” (bardan wa salaama) as referenced in
the Qur’an (Surat al-Anbiya’, Aya 69). Wherever Syedna Qutbuddin went in that land,
local Muslims came to seek his blessings.
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin has also frequently visited the mazaraat of Du’at kiraam
and their hudood in India. Whenever he has been in Mumbai, he has visited Rozat
Tahera every single day for fifty years.

TRAVELS TO CITIES WHERE MUMINEEN RESIDE
Both during Syedna Taher Saifuddin’s reign and then as Mazoon during Syedna
Burhanuddin’s reign, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin has tirelessly traveled to towns
where mumineen reside. He has always said - and proven in his practice - that “even
if one mumin calls me, I will come.” His visits have been a great source of joy for
mumineen who have welcomed him with great love and affection. In many instances,
as per tradition, mumineen (and sometimes also people from other communities)
have organised juloos processions to welcome Syedna Qutbuddin to their towns.
In order to visit mumineen in their hometowns, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin has
endured many hardships of travel. One year, Syedna Taher Saifuddin sent instructions
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to Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin to travel to Dohad for Ashara. However, travel
reservations were difficult to obtain (because of Da’wat khidmat commitments in
Mumbai, the decision for him to travel was made the day before Ashara wa’az were to
begin). Syedna Taher Saifuddin sent Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin this message: “Tell
Khuzaima that he must go today, even if he has to travel in third (class in the train); tell
him that for mumineen’s happiness, I myself have traveled in bullock carts (belgaras).”
During his ‘Da’wat’ visits Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin indeed endured hardships of
extreme heat, cold, illness and arduous living conditions. Regardless of the conditions,
he would spend every waking minute with mumineen, and visit towns even where there
was only one mumin household. And regardless of how late in the night he had been
working, he would still lead the morning prayers in the masjid. Syedna Qutbuddin has
done Da’wat in the towns adjoining Udaipur, Indore, Pune, Dohad and many others.
In the early years of Syedna Burhanuddin’s travels, Syedna used to depute
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin to perform qadam in each and every mumin household
in the towns they visited. In places such as Dohad, that meant 100-150 qadams daily,
late into the night.
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s travels for Ashara Mubaraka and his subsequent stays
in mumineen’s towns have been transformational for the communities there. When
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin visited Colombo in 1406H (1986), upon the request of
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mumineen he stayed away from home for an extended period of six months. Visiting
each and every household, delivering sabaqs and engaging with mumineen on a
personal level, he kindled a vigour for Da’wat engagement in the Colombo jamaat. In
each event, people of all ages, men and women, enthusiastically participated. Before
his departure, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin sent his youngest son (then 5 years old)
to plant a coconut tree in each house as a gift of remembrance.
A similar experience was felt by the mumineen of Mombasa, which lead to such
jealousy that an attempt at deportation was carried out by munafiqeen.
Syedna Qutbuddin has also frequently visited mumineen in times of tumult and
unrest, notwithstanding the danger to his person. During the 1970s and 1980s
when dissenters in Udaipur were aggressive, he travelled there frequently to guide
mumineen and to look into Da’wat matters. Syedna Qutbuddin was also instrumental
in legally reclaiming the Moayyadpura Masjid in Udaipur which had been taken over
by the dissenters. This heritage masjid was built in the time of the 40th Dai Syedna
Hebatullah al-Mu’ayyad fi al-DinRA and is the main masjid in Udaipur. By fighting a
tough and prolonged battle in Indian courts, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin established

1406H (1968), Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin in Colombo.

the Dai-l-Mutlaq’s right to give raza for namaz. In this manner, Da’wat regained its
lawful possession of the masjid. It was also this legal breakthrough that enabled
Syedna Burhanuddin’s visit to Udaipur in 1998.
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In many places, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s visit led to important milestones such
as the purchase of land for building a markaz in Sydney, Australia.
In many of his travels, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin initiated schemes for the
upliftment of mumineen’s daily lives, such as greenery schemes, libraries, savings
schemes, immunization drives, medical organizations and educational institutions.
These schemes continue to have a beneficial effect to this day.

Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin in Udaipur
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1431H (2011), Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin in Kaparwanj
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MEETINGS WITH DIGNITARIES
Over the years, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin has interacted with many heads
of state and dignitaries from religious and political spheres in order to foster a
sense of mutual respect and harmony for our community members wherever they
may live.
In such meetings, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin has always conveyed messages of
peace and benediction from Syedna Burhanuddin. He also focuses on the hadith
attributed to Rasulullah: “All people are children of God, and God loves best the
person who most helps his children.”
The following is an extract of a recent speech by Syedna Qutbuddin welcoming
the Governor of Madhya Pradesh, Dr. Balram Khakar, when he called upon Syedna
Qutbuddin in Indore in 1430H (2010) after Ashara Mubaraka:

“First I would like to convey the salaams and blessings of His Holiness Dr. Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin, the most venerated leader of our community, and my
heartfelt welcome to His Excellency, Dr. Balram Jhakar.
What Your Excellency has witnessed in the masjid is the congregation for the sacred
occasion of Ashura, literally the tenth day of Muharram, the first month in the Muslim
calendar. I have come here, to Indore, for the specific purpose of delivering sermons
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Syedna Burhanuddin and Syedna Qutbuddin with the
Governor of Kashmir

Syedna Qutbuddin with Shaikh Zayed bin Al Nhyan,
Amir of Abu Dhabi

Syedna Qutbuddin gifting shawl to Honorable Shaikh
al-Azhar Tantawi

Syedna Qutbuddin with President Nathan of Singapore
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from the 2nd day of Muharram to the 10th, the 10th being the culmination of all the
eight sermons preceding it.
This is the occasion of the martyrdom of the grandson of the Prophet Mohammed,
Imam Husain (may Allah’s blessings be upon him). Imam Husain was denied water
for three days in the burning sands and scorching heat of summer in Karbala and
then brutally killed along with his family and followers. His martyrdom is a shining
lesson for all humanity, a lesson of perseverance and bravery, a lesson of truth against
injustice, and a lesson of sacrifice in the pursuit of principle.
These sermons are about three to four hours each day in which is imparted religious
knowledge, focusing on the eternity of the hereafter, and the transience of life on
Earth. Stress is laid on the importance of good character, honesty and humility. We
teach our people to be good, God-fearing Muslims; and good, peace-loving patriotic
citizens of India, living in harmony and brotherhood with other fellow citizens of the
country. Our Prophet Mohammed, may peace be upon him, has said: “Hubb ul-watan-e
min al-iman” (Love for one’s country is an integral part of religion).
I am proud to tell you, Your Excellency, that our community has achieved 100%
literacy for both men and women seventy-five years ago under the leadership of
Syedna Taher Saifuddin, the late father of the present His Holiness, Dr. Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin Saheb. We encourage our people to participate actively in the
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progress of our nation. A recent example is the inauguration of the newly renovated
Saifee Hospital in Mumbai by our honourable Prime Minister, Dr. Manmohan Singh.
Dr. Syedna Taher Saifuddin was asked once whether he was a Muslim first or an
Indian. He said, and this applies to all our community, “I was born Muslim on my
motherland of India.”
I would like to thank you, Your Excellency, for accepting our invitation at such short
notice. We are indeed honoured by your presence amongst us today.
I pray to Allah that He may give you strength to serve India, and may our Country
prosper more and more, to take its place in the forefront of nations, while preserving
our traditions, culture, diversity and uniqueness.”

In 1407H (1987) and 1409H (1989), Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin was also the guest
of honor at the Milad-un-Nabi function hosted by the President of Zanzibar. Another
occasion worth noting is the Governor of Maharashtra’s acceptance of Syedna
Qutbuddin’s invitation to the felicitation function of Shehzada Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb
by Syedna Qutbuddin in 1426H (2005). Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin had invited all
college-going Dawoodi Bohra students in Mumbai for that occasion.
The late Chief Minister of Kashmir, Shaikh Mohammed Abdullah, had a very high
regard for Syedna Qutbuddin and often invited him to Kashmir as his personal guest.
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Syedna Qutbuddin with Zail Singh,
President of India

Syedna Qutbuddin with His Excellency Mohammed
Fazal, Governor of Maharashtra

Syedna Qutbuddin with Chief Minister of Punjab

Syedna Qutbuddin with Nawab Ali Yavar Jung, the
Governor of Maharashtra

Syedna Qutbuddin with President Daniel Arap Moi,
the second president of Kenya.

Syedna Qutbuddin is received at the airport by the
Governor of Dar es Salaam.

During a function organized to celebrate Syedna
Burhanuddin’s milad, Syedna Qutbuddin meets the
Govenor of Mombasa.
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BETHAK AUDIENCES FOR MUMINEEN’S HAAJAT-RAWAA’I
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin is always accessible to mumineen from all walks of
life. He always makes time for meeting with mumineen in general bethaks and private
audiences. Hundreds of thousands of mumineen have sought his advice and do’a at
crucial junctures in their lives, in times of both difficulty and joy. Such is their trust
in him that mumineen have confided in him matters that they do not even share
with their parents or spouses. And many, many mumineen have had life changing

1435H (2014). Rozat Tahera, Mumbai. Mumineen eagerly wait to receive blessings and
seek advice from Syedna Qutbuddin.
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experiences because of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s advice and do’a.
Every afternoon for many years in Mumbai, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s bethak
was held at his office in Badri Mahal. In recent years, general bethaks have been held in
Fatemi Masjid on pehli tarikh of each month. And whenever Syedna Qutbuddin visits
Rozat Tahera, which is a daily event when he is residing at Saifee Mahal, hundreds
line up outside for qadambosi and araz. On many occasions Syedna Qutbuddin has
listened to mumineen’s araz for over an hour and a half while walking towards his car.
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During his travels too, Syedna Qutbuddin makes it a priority
to engage with mumineen personally. In recent years, family
bethaks have been held on visits to Bangalore, Secunderabad
and Toronto. Mumineen were able to come as a family to Syedna
Qutbuddin and convey their araz in a private environment.
Syedna Qutbuddin never tires of listening to the problems
of each and every mumin who comes to him, old and young,
rich and poor. His approach is conveyed by an anecdote he
narrates of Syedna Taher Saifuddin when one of his family
members did not pay attention to an araz made through him,
and Syedna Taher Saifuddin rebuked him saying “even if it is
a small matter for you, it is a very serious matter for him.”
The array of those who come to seek guidance and do’a is
vast. They include mumineen who come seeking a name for
a newborn child, advice on a matter of health or finance,
an auspicious time for opening a shop, guidance for their
Syedna Qutbuddin bestows shifa outside Rozat Tahera

education and career, advice for personal matters, and help in
the settlement of family disputes. Many come to him who
have no where else to go.
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Syedna Qutbuddin conducts private bethak

Mumineen wait in Fatemi Masjid, near Rozat Tahera
to receive blessings from Syedna Qutbuddin
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ZAHRA HASANAAT
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin founded Zahra Hasanaat muwasaat sanstha on the
occasion of his salgirah mubarak, 29 Rabi’ al-Akhar, 1417H (1997). In the bayaan
in which he inaugurated the organization, he explained that his initiative for Zahra
Hasanaat was prompted by Rasuallah’s hadith: “Whosoever feeds the hungry, clothes
the naked, quenches the thirst of the parched, and relieves the bondage of the afflicted,
will enter the garden of paradise.”
Syedna Qutbuddin also said in this bayaan that our Aqamola Syedna Muhammad
Burhanuddin has emphasized time and again the absolute obligation for the affluent
in our community to help the needy.
In light of Rasulullah’s hadith and Syedna Burhanuddin’s irshaad mubarak, Syedna
Qutbuddin laid out Zahra Hasanaat’s aim: to provide aid to individuals and families
in need, and ultimately and more importantly, to help them achieve self reliance.
Translating those principles into specific actions, Zahra Hasanaat provides aid in six
distinct areas:
•

Food aid: basic rations throughout the year; regular and large iftaar jamans, and
distribution of sihori rations, in Shehrullah
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•

Home improvement schemes: basic hygiene set-up and waterproofing

•

Education consultations and scholarships: primary and secondary education

•

Medical care: free infant/child health, vaccinations, and health-awareness building;
long term treatments and larger procedures at minimal costs

•

Business loans and consultations: a minimum of Rs. 10,000 per person in individual
loans to help grow small businesses; consultations about successfully establishing
and running these businesses

•

General welfare: weddings, and other miscellanea.

It is Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s directive that Zahra Hasanaat’s goal be achieved
through personal visits to mumineen’s homes. This approach is based on Syedna
Burhanuddin’s emphasis that organization volunteers must visit mumineen’s
homes - rather than requiring them to queue at an office door- to inquire about
their well being. This approach is immensely successful for multiple reasons: For
people living in destitute conditions, the fact that someone is concerned enough
to come and inquire about their wellbeing is a great boost for morale. Also, it
ensures the recipient’s privacy; no one finds out who is benefitting from the
scheme. Moreover, Zahra Hasanaat volunteers’ direct involvement in the lives of
the recipients, their first hand experiences viewing how they live, and the detailed
information they collect during these personal visits, entirely eliminates fraud.
Most importantly, the volunteers who carry out the site visits take with them the

[Above] Syedna Qutbuddin inaugurates a new
Zahra Hasanaat medical van [Below] A speed
reading class is held in the Nalasopara Zahra
Hasanaat reading room

message of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s do’a mubarak, a source of barakat and
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solace for these needy families.
Zahra Hasanaat’s work is not a onetime drive. It requires a sustained effort over an
extended period of time. With Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s do’a, guidance and
monetary contributions, the large and small yearly financial contributions of generous
mumineen, and the efforts of dedicated volunteers, the scheme has already helped
thousands of men, women and children from our community, and will continue to do
so for decades to come, inshaallah-o-ta’ala.

QUTBI JUBILEE SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
The Qutbi Jubilee Scholarship Program (QJSP) is a financial aid program for higher
education founded by Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin on the mubarak occasion of
the Burhani-Qutbi Eid-e-Zahabi (Golden Jubilee, 17th Shabaan 1434 Hijri). The
program will offer financial aid to female and male students from our community
pursuing degrees in college and graduate/postgraduate programs. The twin criteria for
selection are academic merit and financial need. The program is the first of its kind in
our community. Syedna Qutbuddin initiated QJSP to mark the auspicious occasion of
the Golden Jubilee: Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin’s fifty years as Dai-l-Mutlaq and
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s fifty years as his Mazoon-ud-Dawat. On this mubarak
occasion, Syedna Qutbuddin desired to initiate a program that would benefit our full
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community, for many years to come, in a meaningful and tangible way. When he
announced the establishment of the program on the night of the Golden Jubilee
celebrations, Syedna Qutbuddin personally contributed Rs. 50 lakh (Rs. 50,00,000)
as seed money for the QJSP corpus. Syedna Qutbuddin’s family contributed another
Rs. 10 lakh (Rs. 10,00,000). The commitment at the Golden Jubilee celebration totaled
Rs. 1 crore and 10 lakh (Rs. 1,10,00,000), and further commitments are being received.
Under Syedna Qutbuddin’s directions, the QJSP trustees are preparing to invest the
collected amount in an endowment fund. The larger portion of the income generated
from the endowment will be disbursed for scholarships, while a portion will be
reinvested annually for the continued growth of the endowment. The trustees will
work on a volunteer basis, and will not be paid for their services. While establishing the
program, Syedna Qutbuddin emphasized that QJSP should be run in a professional
manner. Specifically, the selection process should be fair, its criteria clearly stated, and
the fund professionally managed.
QJSP is a far sighted initiative that envisions education as the primary asset for the
social and economic wellbeing of individuals in today’s world, and by extension, the
wellbeing of the community as a whole. With Syedna Muhammad Burhanuddin’s
wasila and Syedna Qutbuddin’s do’a and guidance, QJSP promises to be a vital support
for higher education in our community for decades to come. Insha’allah-o-ta’ala.
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SYEDNA KHUZAIMA QUTBUDDIN FARZANDO
Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin’s nine children - four sons and five daughters - have,
behamdillah, obtained the best of dini and dunyavi taleem.
They have obtained sharaf of sabaq over many decades with Syedna Muhammad
Burhanuddin, and with Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin. Syedna Qutbuddin has invested
hundreds of hours, many hours in any given day, imparting to his children the priceless ‘ilm
of Aal-e Muhammad. With Syedna Burhanuddin’s raza and do’a mubarak, he taught them
and now continues to teach them, kitaabs of zahir, taweel and haqeeqat.
Syedna Qutbuddin has instilled in his children the noorani tasavvur of ikhlaas that his own
father Syedna Taher Saifuddin imparted to him: “Je chhe te Deen chhe,” and “Da’wat ni ane Da’i
ni khidmat waaste apne payda thaya chhe”. Aaisaheba Sakina Baisaheba has raised them with
most loving and wise tarbiyyat to devote themselves to Da’wat. All Syedna Qutbuddin’s
children give regular sabaq to mumineen and mumenaat, with raza and do’a mubarak of
Syedna Muhammad Burhanuddin and Syedna Qutbuddin. His sons give wa’az in Ashara
Mubaraka and shaandaar bayaans and vasilas. Three of his children are Hafize Qur’an.
In addition, with Syedna Burhanuddin’s mubarak raza and abundant do’a, Syedna
Qutbuddin’s children have obtained the highest degrees and diplomas offered by renowned
world universities. They have also taught in these esteemed universities, and have published
books and articles with distinguished academic publishers.
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1432H (2011). Rozat Taher, Mumbai. Syedna Qutbuddin stands with his four sons in front of Rozat Tahera. Left to right: Shehzada Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb, Shehzada
Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb, Shehzada Dr. Aziz Bhaisaheb, Shehzada Taher Bhaisaheb.
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SHEHZADA TAHER BHAISAHEB
MA in Arabic Literature from the School of Oriental and African Studies, London University
(UK, 1993). BA in Arabic Literature from Bombay University; received the Chancellor’s
Award for coming first amongst 10,000 students (1987).
SHEHZADA DR. ABDE-ALI BHAISAHEB
PhD in Islamic Law and Jurisprudence from the University of

Manchester,

(UK, 2003). MA in Arabic Literature with distinction from the School of Oriental and African
Studies, London University (UK, 1995). BA in Mass Communications and Journalism, minor
in Arabic Literature, from the American University in Cairo (Egypt, 1994).
SHEHZADA DR. HUSAIN BHAISAHEB
Hafize Qur’an. PhD in Quranic Studies from Cambridge University (UK, 2009). BSc in
Computer Science, with a minor in Arabic Literature and Electronics, with highest honors
(summa cum laude) from the American University in Cairo (Egypt, 2002). Co-editor
of Reflections on Knowledge and Language in Middle Eastern Societies (Cambridge Scholars
Publishing, 2010).
SHEHZADA DR. AZIZ BHAISAHEB
Hafize Qur’aan. PhD in Arabic Literature from the School of Oriental and African Studies,
London University (UK, 2009). BA in Arabic Literature, minor in Political Science, with
highest honors (summa cum laude), The American University in Cairo (Egypt, 2001).
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[Upper Left] Syedna Qutbuddin embraces Shehzada Dr. Abdeali Bhaisaheb at his convocation ceremony
[Lower Left] Syedna Qutbuddin with Shehzada Dr. Aziz Bhaisaheb, who is holding his new diploma
[Right] Syedna Qutbuddin with Shehzada Dr. Husain Bhaisaheb just before graduation ceremony, in front
of Cambridge University’s main building.
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SHEHZADI DR. BAZAT-TAHERA BAISAHEBA
PhD in Arabic Literature with distinction from Harvard University
(Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1999), MA and BA in Arabic Language
and Literature from Ain Shams University (Cairo, Egypt, 1990, 1988).
Currently professor of Arabic Literature at the University of Chicago
(Chicago, Illinois). Previously taught at the University of Utah (Salt Lake
City, Utah, 2000-2002), Yale University (New Haven, Connecticut, 19981999), and Harvard University (during PhD studies, 1992-1999). Author
of Al-Mu’ayyad al-Shirazi and Fatimid Da’wa Poetry: A Case of Commitment
in Classical Arabic Literature (Brill Academic Publishers, 2005). Editor and
translator of A Treasury of Virtues: Sayings, Sermons, and Teachings of Ali
(New York University Press, 2013). Author of numerous articles on the
Quran, the Prophet Muhammad, Amirul Mumineen, Ahl-ul-Bayt, Fatimid
and Tayyibi history and literature, and Islamic preaching (khutba).
SHEHZADI DR. BAZAT-SAIFIYAH BAISAHEBA
PhD in Islamic History with distinction from Oxford University (Oxford,
UK, 1997). MA in Islamic History, and BA in English Literature with
highest honors (summa cum laude), from the American University in
Cairo (Egypt, 1991).
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SHEHZADI BAZAT-TAYYEBAH BAISAHEBA
Specialist in teaching Quran hifz. BA in Islamic History
and Arabic Literature with distinction from the School
of Oriental and African Studies, London University (UK,
1992). Accepted directly in the PhD program at London
University due to distinction in BA.
SHEHZADI FATEMA BAISAHEBA
Certified Counselor from the Institute of Human
Technology, Mumbai. BA in Psychology from the
American University in Cairo (Egypt, 1995). Also, one
year in Psychology MA program at Harvard University
(Cambridge, Massachussetts, 1996).
SHEHZADI ARWA QURRAT-UL-AIN BAISAHEBA
Hafize Qur’aan. Certified Counselor from the Institute
of Human Technology, Mumbai. Specialized courses in
Arabic Language and Literature at the American University
in Cairo (1997). BA in Education and Psychology from
the University of East London (current).
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